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Bobbi Lane is an award-winning commercial photographer specializing in corporate, business, and 
editorial clients on location and in the studio. Lane's multi-faceted approach to photography 
incorporates over 40 years of technical experience with innovative artistic interpretation. Her 
corporate and editorial work includes corporate identity, business websites and annual reports. 
Bobbi’s honest and fun connection with her clients allows them to feel relaxed and authentic.  

Bobbi spent 25 years in Los Angeles shooting everything from Mattel Toys, to vans and buses for 
Ricon in 6000 sq. ft. studios, to the proposal for the NASA Space Station for McDonnell/Douglas. 
Primarily known for her insightful portraits, she keeps her product and location skills sharp 
providing complete services to a variety of clients.  

Her clients include Aramco, Bose, GE, Warner Bros., PricewaterhouseCoopers, Samsung, 
Brandweek Magazine, Car Audio Magazine, Neutrogena, Charles Schwab, Mattel, Sears' Tower 
Skydeck, Infinity Speakers, Fujifilm, McDonnell/Douglas, and the Morro Bay Natural History 
Museum.  

She left Los Angeles for Connecticut, just 50 miles outside of New York, and worked with many 
local and national companies for a decade. Bobbi returned to her roots in Southeastern 
Massachusetts in 2011. She and her husband, photographer and retouching master, Lee Varis, 
bought a house in Carver, MA in 2016 and now are specializing in working with local companies, 
bringing their many years of experience and expertise to Plymouth County. 

As a dedicated photo educator, she brings insight and enthusiasm to her students in workshops 
held worldwide. Bobbi is known for teaching lighting techniques for portraits, both natural and 
artificial: studio strobes, speedlights, LEDs, and daylight fluorescent. Bobbi's excellent rapport 
and communication with her students inspires and motivates, while her straight-forward teaching 
style reaches students of many different skill levels. Her dynamic workshops are always both 
educational and fun! 

Combining her love of travel, photography and teaching, Bobbi and Lee also lead international 
photo travel workshops. In the past few years, she has been to Cuba, Ethiopia, Myanmar, Turkey, 
Oman, Venice Carnival, Hong Kong, Iceland and Dubai. These travel tours offer students the 
opportunity to see in new ways and learn lighting, landscape, people and processing skills to 
enhance their vision. 



Bobbi is the author of two books: “Creative Techniques for Color Photography” and “Advertising 
Photography: A Straightforward Guide to a Complex Industry”, with Lou Lesko.  She currently 
has three photo educational DVDs: Portrait Lighting Techniques, Portraits Unplugged and Posing 
and Directing, with more in production now. The Bryan Peterson School of Photography offers 
two of Bobbi’s classes online, Portraits Unplugged and Posing and Directing. Craftsy offers The 
Essential Guide to Posing. Bobbi is a monthly contributor to FujiLove Magazine’s Gear Talk 
Section. 

Bobbi is a featured speaker at many photo conventions nationally and internationally. Bobbi offers 
custom mentoring programs for emerging photographers, designed to help business development 
and improve photography techniques.  A strong advocate for business education, she was honored 
with a Special Recognition Award for Education at APA National’s 25th Anniversary.  

Photo District News named Bobbi one of 13 of the Top Workshop Instructors 

 

 

www.bobbilane.com 

https://fujifilm-x.com/en-us/creators/bobbi-lane/ 

www.bobbiandleesphotoadventures.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bobbilane 

Instagram: #bobbilanephoto 

YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0N0ZlUpZYM61wip1VlQpgA 

 

 


